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nVoq and National Billing Center Give the
Best of Both Worlds to Providers with “Transcription Assist”
Boulder, CO – June 9, 2015 – nVoq, a Boulder, CO supplier of cloud-based speech recognition solutions
for the healthcare industry, and National Billing Center, a Pittsburgh-based services organization, are
teaming to deliver a value-added service to providers who want to dictate their notes but need
additional support to finalize them in the Electronic Medical Record (EMR).
With the optional SayIt “Transcription Assist” service, providers can dictate their notes using a recorder,
an iOS or Android phone, or a hand-held microphone. Using a simple voice command, these notes can
then be routed automatically to an experienced U.S.-based medical transcription company for editing
and if desired, final posting back to the EMR.
“The Transcription Assist service is a great option for organizations that want providers to move away
from traditional dictation processing,” said Armen Geronian, founder and chief executive of National
Billing Center. “Providers who have used transcription support in the past often have a hard time
adjusting to EMR data entry requirements. With this service, they can still use their voice to dictate
notes, but now have support to finalize them within the EMR.”
“We believe SayIt Transcription Assist is a useful, cost-effective way to bridge the gap between
traditional transcription and the EMR,” said Charles Corfield, founder and CEO of nVoq. “At the end of
the day, it’s all about making workflow easier for the providers so they can concentrate on patient care
– not making edits at the keyboard.”
Transcription Assist is now in early deployment with general availability this month. It will be available as
a value-add service through SayIt resellers and through National Billing Center.
About SayIt
SayIt is a cloud-based speech recognition solution that converts spoken words into text within seconds.
It can be used for free-form dictation, front-end transcription and for navigating EMRs using voice
commands or shortcuts. SayIt supports 35+ medical specialties and works with virtually any EMR (PC and
Mac-based).

(more)

SayIt enables healthcare providers to:
 Work more quickly and effectively in the EMR
 Spend less time on clinical documentation, more time with patients
 Take more detailed notes for clearer assessments
 Document care in their own words for improved patient outcomes
 Simplify clinical workflow for time and cost savings
About nVoq Incorporated
nVoq Incorporated provides true cloud-based speech recognition solutions for healthcare, customer
care and other industries. nVoq’s SayIt solution supports both traditional narrative dictation and voiceenabled workflow automations. SayIt is available as a real time, subscription-based client application,
and in SDK form for application developers wishing to voice-enable their platforms.
Headquartered in Boulder, CO, nVoq was founded in 2000 by CEO Charles Corfield, a successful
entrepreneur and investor. For more information, visit http://www.nvoq.com.
About National Billing Center
National Billing Center provides cloud-based automation services to the medical industry. Its solutions
are focused on billing, transcription, EMR, and diagnosis-related natural language analysis. Founded in
2009, National Billing Center is based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. For more information, visit
http://www.nationalbillingcenter.net.
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